Business Education
(Bookkeeping, Business Writing, Shorthand & Typing)

Bryant, Henry Beadman, Henry Dwight Stratton, and Silas Sadler Packard.

BRYANT AND STRATTON'S COMMON SCHOOL BOOK-KEEPING; EMBRACING SINGLE AND DOUBLE ENTRY. CONTAINING SIXTEEN COMPLETE SETS OF BOOKS, WITH AMPLE EXERCISES AND ILLUSTRATIONS. FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND ACADEMIES.

192 pp.

Commercial Writing Book.


A PRACTICAL SYSTEM OF BOOK-KEEPING BY SINGLE AND DOUBLE ENTRY: CONTAINING FORMS OF BOOKS AND PRACTICAL EXERCISES, ADAPTED TO THE USE OF THE FARMER, MECHANIC, MERCHANT, AND PROFESSIONAL MAN.

Gregg, John Robert.

GREGG SHORTHAND[: ] A LIGHT-LINE PHONOGRAPHY FOR THE MILLION.

GREGG SHORTHAND[: ] A LIGHT-LINE PHONOGRAPHY FOR THE MILLION.

GREGG SPEED STUDIES.

GREGG SPEED STUDIES.

Hotchkiss, George Burton, and Celia Anne Drew.

BUSINESS ENGLISH[: ] ITS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE.
[695] Lemowitz, Nathan H.
BOOKKEEPING MADE EASY.
193 pp.

[696] Lessenberry, David Daniel.
20TH CENTURY TOUCH TYPEWRITING.
Revised edition.
Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western Publishing Company, c1927.
144 pp.

[697] 20TH CENTURY TYPEWRITING.
3rd edition.
200 pp.

THE ECLECTIC COMPLETE BOOK-KEEPING.
156 pp.

PRINCIPLES OF BOOK-KEEPING[: ] BRIEF COURSE ILLUSTRATING THE DIRECT METHOD OF CLOSING THE LEDGER.
192 pp.

THE UNIVERSAL DICTATION COURSE OF REVISED GREGG’S SHORTHAND.
Chicago, Ill.: Universal Text Book Co., c1917.
256 pp.

MODERN ILLUSTRATIVE BANKING.
90 pp.

[702] Pitman, Benn, and Jerome Bird Howard.
THE MANUAL OF PHONOGRAPHY.
Cincinnati: Phonographic Institute, 1891.
144, 8 pp.

[703] THE MANUAL OF PHONOGRAPHY.
Cincinnati: The Phonographic Institute Co., 1894.
144, 8 pp.

[704] THE MANUAL OF PHONOGRAPHY.
Cincinnati: The Phonographic Institute Co., 1897.
142, 8 pp.

[705] THE REPORTER’S COMPANION.
Cincinnati: The Phonographic Institute, 1895.
187, 8 pp.

[706] Read, Harlan Eugene.
READ’S SALESMAHSHIP.
Chicago and New York: Lyons & Carnahan, c1924.
371 pp.

INTENSIVE TOUCH TYPEWRITING.
Chicago, Baltimore, and San Francisco: The H. M. Rowe Company, c1921.
169 pp.
[708]
**Smith, Harold Harland.**
*Typewriting Technique [:] College Course [:] A Short, Easy Course for the Development of Superior Typing Skill.*
173 pp.

[709]
**SoRelle, Rupert Pitt.**
*Office Training for Stenographers.*
178 pp.

[710]
**Williams, Louis Lafayette, and Fernando E. Rogers.**
*The New Theoretical and Practical Complete Book-Keeping, by Double and Single Entry, for Use in Business Colleges, Common Schools, High Schools and Academies, and for Self-Instruction.*
Rochester, N.Y.: Williams & Rogers, 1892.
250 pp.

[711]
*The New Theoretical and Practical Complete Book-Keeping, by Double and Single Entry, for Use in Business Colleges, Common Schools, High Schools and Academies, and for Self-Instruction.*
Rochester, N.Y.: Williams & Rogers, 1894.
250 pp.

[712]
Rochester, N. Y. and Chicago: Williams & Rogers, 1898.
119 pp.
Foreign Languages
(Language Learning and Literature of Latin, French, German, Etc.)

[713]
Ahn, Franz.
_AHN'S NEW PRACTICAL AND EASY METHOD OF LEARNING THE GERMAN LANGUAGE._
With pronunciation by J. C. Oehlschlager.
Revised edition.
First Course: Practical Part.
New York: E. Steiger, 1873.
172, 73 pp.

[714]
Aldrich, Fred Davis, Irving Lysander Foster, and Claude Roulé.
_ELEMENTARY FRENCH [:] THE ESSENTIALS OF FRENCH GRAMMAR WITH EXERCISES._
Revised edition.
539 pp.

[715]
Allen, Philip Schuyler.
_DAHEIM [:] A GERMAN FIRST READER [:] SELECTIONS FOR READING, RECITING AND SINGING DURING THE FIRST YEAR OF GERMAN IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS._
230 pp.

[716]
Arnold, Thomas Kerchever.
_A FIRST AND SECOND LATIN BOOK AND PRACTICAL GRAMMAR._
Carefully revised and corrected by J. A. Spencer.
22nd edition, revised.
359 pp.

[717]
Ballard, Anna Woods.
_A FRENCH READER._
New York, Chicago, and Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons, c1918.
204 pp.

[718]
Bennett, Charles Edwin.
_A LATIN COMPOSITION FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS._
Boston and Chicago: Allyn and Bacon, c1906.
164 pp.

[719]
A LATIN GRAMMAR.
Boston and Chicago: Allyn and Bacon, c1905.
272 pp.

[720]
A LATIN GRAMMAR.
Boston, New York, and Chicago: Allyn and Bacon, c1922.
280 pp.

[721]
A NEW LATIN COMPOSITION.
Boston, New York, and Chicago: Allyn and Bacon, c1919.
260, 32 pp.

[722]
Bernhardt, Wilhelm.
_STILLE WASSER [:] ERZÄHLUNGEN VON ANNA VON KRANE, HANS HOFFMAN UND ERNST VON WILDENBRUCH._
149 pp.
Bullions, Peter.

Caesar, Julius.


Carnahan, David Hobart.

Clarke, John.

Collar, William Coe, and Moses Grant Daniell.


Cortina, Rafael Diez de la.

Daudet, Alphonse.
[732]
Dubrule, Noëlia, and Herbert E. Manser.
FRENCH COMPOSITION AND PRONUNCIATION EXERCISES.
404 pp.

[733]
Dumas, Alexandre.
EPISODES FROM ALEXANDRE DUMAS’S MONTE-CRISTO[:] LE CHÂTEAU D’IF.
Edited with notes and vocabulary by I. H. B. Spiers.
198 pp.

[734]
LA TULIPE NOIRE.
Edited by C. Fontaine.
New edition with exercises, notes, and vocabulary.
356 pp.

[735]
D’Ooge, Benjamin Leonard.
LATIN FOR BEGINNERS.
Boston, New York, Chicago, London, Atlanta, Dallas, Columbus, and San Francisco: Ginn and Company, c1911.
348 pp.

[736]
Ehn, Benjamin.
A B C, BUCHSTABIR U. LESEBUCH, ZUM GEBRAUCH FÜR DEUTSCHEN SCHULEN.
Elkhart, Indiana: John F. Funf & Bruder, 1871.
160 pp.

[737]
Fick, H. H.
NEU UND ALT[:] EIN BUCH FUR DIE JUGEND.
125 pp.

[738]
Fouré, Hélène.
SIX PETITES PIÈCES GAIES.
230 pp.

[739]
France, Anatole.
LA COMÉDIE DE CELUI QUI ÉPOUSA UNE FEMME MUETTE.
Édition scolaire avec notes explicatives, exercices d’assimilation et vocabulaire par Léopold Cardon.
132 pp.

[740]
Fraser, William Henry, and John Squaire.
A SHORTER FRENCH COURSE.
316 pp.

German and French Poems for Memorizing.

[741]
GERMAN AND FRENCH POEMS FOR MEMORIZING[:] PRESCRIBED BY THE EXAMINATIONS DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK WITH THE MUSIC TO SOME OF THE GERMAN POEMS.
98 pp.

[742]
Hadley, James.
A GREEK GRAMMAR FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
366 pp.
MORCEAUX CHOISIS.
Edited with a biographical sketch, notes, composition exercises and vocabulary by Victor E. François.

ARNOLD'S FIRST LATIN BOOK; REMODELLLED AND REWRITTEN, AND ADAPTED TO THE OLENDORFF METHOD OF INSTRUCTION. 25th edition.

[745] AN EASY METHOD FOR BEGINNERS IN LATIN.


[747] AN INTRODUCTORY LATIN BOOK, INTENDED AS AN ELEMENTARY DRILL-BOOK, ON THE INFLections AND PRINCIPLES OF THE LANGUAGE, AND AS AN INTRODUCTION TO THE AUTHOR'S GRAMMAR, READER AND LATIN COMPOSITION.

[748] AN INTRODUCTORY LATIN BOOK, INTENDED AS AN ELEMENTARY DRILL-BOOK, ON THE INFLections AND PRINCIPLES OF THE LANGUAGE, AND AS AN INTRODUCTION TO THE AUTHOR'S GRAMMAR, READER AND LATIN COMPOSITION.

[749] A LATIN GRAMMAR FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
Revised edition, embracing important results of recent philological research.

[750] A LATIN GRAMMAR FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
Revised standard edition.

[751] A LATIN READER, INTENDED AS A COMPANION TO THE AUTHOR'S LATIN GRAMMAR. WITH REFERENCES, SUGGESTIONS, NOTES AND VOCABULARY.

[752] A LATIN READER, INTENDED AS A COMPANION TO THE AUTHOR'S LATIN GRAMMAR. WITH REFERENCES, SUGGESTIONS, NOTES AND VOCABULARY.

[753] A NEW LATIN READER WITH EXERCISES IN LATIN COMPOSITION INTENDED AS A COMPANION TO THE AUTHOR'S LATIN GRAMMAR. WITH REFERENCES, SUGGESTIONS, NOTES AND VOCABULARIES.
(Harkness, Albert continued)

[754] A NEW LATIN READER WITH EXERCISES IN LATIN COMPOSITION INTENDED AS A COMPANION TO THE AUTHOR’S LATIN GRAMMAR. WITH REFERENCES, SUGGESTIONS, NOTES AND VOCABULARIES.

GRADATIM[:] AN EASY LATIN TRANSLATION BOOK FOR BEGINNERS.
Revised by J. W. Scudder.
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1895. 222 pp.

RUY BLAS.
Edited, with introduction and explanatory notes by Samuel Garner.

[757] Janon, Camille de.
RECUEIL DE POÉSIES[:] A L’USAGE DE LA JEUNESSE AMÉRICaine.

EXERCISES IN LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION: WITH REFERENCES TO THE GRAMMARS OF ALLEN AND GREENOUGH, ANDREWS AND STODDARD, BARTHOLOMEW, BULLIONS AND MORRIS, GILDERSLEEVE, AND HARKNESS.

[759] Labiche, Eugène, and Edouard Martin.
LE VOYAGE DE MONSIEUR PERRICHON.
Edited with notes, exercises, and vocabulary by Victor E. François.
Boston, New York, Chicago, Atlanta, and San Francisco: Allyn and Bacon, c1919. 190 pp.

[760] LE VOYAGE DE MONSIEUR PERRICHON[:] COMÉDIE EN QUATRE ACTES.
Edited for school use by G. Castegnier.

[761] Lavisse, Ernest.
HISTOIRE DE FRANCE[:] COURS ÉLÉMENTAIRE.
Edited by Marguerite Clément and Teresa MacIrone.

[762] L’Homond, Charles François.
EPITOME HISTORIÆ SACRÆ. AUCTORE L’HOMOND. EDITIO NOVA. QUAM PROSODÆ SIGNIS, NOVAQUE VOCUM OMNIUM INTERPRETATIONE.
Adornavit Georgius Ironside; Quam correxit et emendavit Thomas S. Joy.
Editio Viginti.

[763] SELECTIONS FROM URBIS ROMAE VIRI INLUSTRES.
With notes, illustrations, maps, prose exercises, word groups and vocabulary by B. L. D’Ooge.
(L’Homond, Charles François continued)

[764]
SELECTIONS FROM VIRI ROMAE.
Edited by Robert Arrowsmith and Charles Knapp.
217 pp.

[765]
Lowe, Cornelius Marshal, and Nathaniel Butler.
BELLUM HELVETICUM FOR BEGINNERS IN LATIN.
Revised by Arthur Tappan Walker.
Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1905.
377 pp.

[766]
Méras, Albert A., and Baptiste Méras.
LE PREMIER LIVRE.
Édition phonétique avec grammaire supplémentaire.
234 pp.

[767]
PETITS CONTES DE FRANCE.
Illustrations by H. L. Drucklieb and John W. Adams.
210 pp.

[768]
PETITS CONTES DE FRANCE.
Enlarged.
256 pp.

[769]
Nepos, Cornelius.
CORNELII NEPOTIS VITÆ EXCELLENTIUM IMPERATORUM: CUM VERSIONE ANGLICÀ, IN QUA VERBUM DE VERBO, QUANTUM FIERI POTUIT, REDDITUR: NOTIS QUOQUE ANGLICIS, & INDICE LOCUPLETISSIMO. OR, CORNELIUS NEPOS’S LIVES OF THE EXCELLENT COMMANDERS: WITH AN ENGLISH TRANSLATION, AS LITERAL AS POSSIBLE: WITH ENGLISH NOTES, AND A LARGE INDEX.
Edited by John Clarke.
290 pp.

[770]
Nix, Robert.
ERSTES DEUTSCHES SCHULBUCH FÜR PRIMÄRKASSEN.
196 pp.

[771]
Nurse, Frank E.
VERY EASY FRENCH READER.
Illustrated by Florence Lamont.
177 pp.

[772]
Otto, Emil.
FRENCH CONVERSATION-GRAMMAR[: ] A NEW AND PRACTICAL METHOD OF LEARNING THE FRENCH LANGUAGE.
Revised by Dr. Charles Bonnier.
404 pp.
[773] 
Pailleron, Édouard.  
*LE MONDE OÙ L’ON S’ENNUIE[:]*  
*COMÉDIE EN TROIS ACTES.*  
Edited with introduction, notes, vocabulary,  
French quotations and English exercises by  
William Raleigh Price.  
Boston, New York, Chicago, London, Atlanta,  
Dallas, Columbus, and San Francisco: Ginn  
and Company, c1906.  
179 pp.

[774]  
Plate, H.  
*GERMAN STUDIES. A COMPLETE COURSE OF INSTRUCTION IN THE GERMAN LANGUAGE.*  
American edition.  
Louisville, KY: Henry Knöfel, c1870.  
304 pp.

[775]  
Prokosch, Eduard.  
*DEUTSCHES LESE- UND ÜBUNGSBUCH.*  
117 pp.

[776]  
Ritchie, Robert Lindsay Græme.  
*A FIRST BOOK OF FRENCH POETRY.*  
1st edition.  
London, Edinburgh, Paris, and New York:  
Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1927.  
199 pp.

[777]  
Scherer, Peter, and Louis H. Dirks.  
*DEUTSCHE LIEDER.*  
New York, Cincinnati, and Chicago: American  
Book Company, c1913.  
110 pp.

[778]  
Scott, Harry Fletcher.  
*ELEMENTARY LATIN[:] AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE.*  
Chicago and New York: Scott, Foresman and  
Company, c1915.  
349 pp.

[779]  
Scribe, Eugéne and Gabriele Jean Baptiste Ernest Legouvé.  
*BATAILLE DE DAMES OU UN DUEL EN AMOUR[:] COMÉDIE EN TROIS ACTES.*  
Edited with introduction, notes, and  
vocabulary by Charles A. Eggbert.  
New York, Cincinnati, and Chicago: American  
Book Company, c1908.  
159 pp.

[780]  
Scudder, Jared Waterbury.  
*FIRST LATIN READER[:] INCLUDING PRINCIPLES OF SYNTAX AND EXERCISES FOR TRANSLATION.*  
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1896.  
284 pp.

[781]  
*THE FRANÇOIS-SCUDDER LATIN COURSE[:] BOOK TWO SECOND LATIN.*  
Book Two.  
Boston, New York, Chicago, Atlanta, San  
Francisco, and Dallas: Allyn and Bacon,  
c1927.  
641 pp.

[782]  
Smith, Ina Bartells.  
*FRENCH:*  
Book Two.  
Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, and New York:  
Scott, Foresman and Company, c1931.  
534 pp.

[783]  
Smith, Ina Bartells, and Dorothy Fielding Roberts.  
*FRENCH:*  
Book One.  
Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, and New York:  
Scott, Foresman and Company, c1930.  
478 pp.

[784]  
Spink, Josette Eugénie.  
*FRENCH PLAYS FOR CHILDREN.*  
Boston, New York, and Chicago: D. C. Heath  
& Co., c1916.  
79 pp.


History
(American, English, and World Histories, Documentary Materials)

229 pp.

[790] History of Hannibal the Carthaginian.
New York: Harper & Brothers, c1876.
295 pp.

American's Guide.

Philadelphia: Hogan & Thompson; Pittsburgh: D. M. Hogan, 1821 or later.
380 pp.

A Grammar School History of the United States: To Which Are Added the Constitution of the United States With Questions and Explanations, the Declaration of Independence, and Washington's Farewell Address.
New York: Clark & Maynard, 1872.
194, 75 pp.

New York: Clark & Maynard, 1873.
210, 76 pp.

New York: Clark & Maynard, 1873.
414 pp.

A First Book in American History.
460 pp.

[796] Beard, Charles Austin, and Mary Ritter Beard.
A Basic History of the United States.
554 pp.
(Beard, Charles Austin, and Mary Ritter Beard continued)


Constitutions of the United States of America.


Creighton, Mandell.  
_HISTORY OF ROME._  
127 pp.

Davis, William Stearns.  
_ILLUSTRATIVE EXTRACTS FROM THE SOURCES._  
With an introduction by Willis Mason West.  
I. Greece and the East.  
Boston, New York, Chicago, Atlanta, San Francisco, and Dallas: Allyn and Bacon, c1912.  
360 pp.

Dopp, Katharine Elizabeth.  
_THE LATER CAVE-MEN._  
197 pp.

Ellis, Edward Sylvester.  
_THE ECLECTIC PRIMARY HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES._  
224 pp.

Ellson, Henry William.  
_A GUIDE TO UNITED STATES HISTORY FOR YOUNG READERS._  
364 pp.

MODERN TIMES AND THE LIVING PAST.  
747 pp.

SIDE LIGHTS ON AMERICAN HISTORY.  
398 pp.

Elson, Henry William, and Cornelia Eliza MacMullan.  
_THE STORY OF OUR COUNTRY._ 
Book II.  
237 pp.

THE STORY OF THE OLD WORLD[::] A EUROPEAN BACKGROUND TO THE STORY OF OUR COUNTRY.  
Boston and New York: Thompson Brown Company; Johnson, Blagden & McTurnan, c1911.  
238 pp.

Ergang, Robert.  
EUROPE FROM THE RENAISSANCE TO WATERLOO.  
753 pp.

Esarey, Logan.  
_HISTORY OF INDIANA._  
362 pp.

Fiske, John.  
_A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES FOR SCHOOLS._  
With topical analysis, suggestive questions and directions for teachers by Frank Alpine Hill.  
573 pp.
[820] **Fite, Emerson David.**  
*HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.*  
581 pp.

[821]  
*HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.*  
2nd edition, revised.  
597 pp.

[822] **Foster, Eli Greenwalt.**  
*A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.*  
Topeka, Kansas: Historical Publishing Co., 1914.  
519 pp.

[823] **Freeland, George Earl, and James Truslow Adams.**  
*AMERICA'S PROGRESS IN CIVILIZATION.*  
New York, Chicago, Boston, Atlanta, San Francisco, and Dallas: Charles Scribner's Sons, c1946.  
670 pp.

[824] **Garner, James Wilford.**  
*GOVERNMENT IN THE UNITED STATES[:] NATIONAL, STATE, AND LOCAL.*  
416, 100 pp.

[825] **Goodrich, Samuel Griswold.**  
*LIGHTS AND SHADOWS OF AMERICAN HISTORY.*  
2 Parts.  
Boston: Bradbury, Soden and Co., 1844.  
320 pp.

[826]  
*PETER PARLEY'S UNIVERSAL HISTORY, ON THE BASIS OF GEOGRAPHY. A NEW EDITION, BROUGHT DOWN TO THE PRESENT DAY. ILLUSTRATED BY 20 MAPS AND 125 ENGRAVINGS.*  
New edition.  
718 pp.

[827]  
*A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, WITH NOTICES OF OTHER PORTIONS OF AMERICA NORTH AND SOUTH.*  
New edition.  
516 pp.

[828]  
*A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, WITH NOTICES OF OTHER PORTIONS OF AMERICA NORTH AND SOUTH.*  
New edition.  
516 pp.

[829]  
*A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, WITH NOTICES OF OTHER PORTIONS OF AMERICA NORTH AND SOUTH.*  
New edition.  
522 pp.

[830] **Gordy, Wilbur Fisk.**  
*AMERICAN BEGINNINGS IN EUROPE.*  
New York, Chicago, and Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons, c1912.  
336 pp.

[831]  
*AMERICAN BEGINNINGS IN EUROPE.*  
New York, Chicago, and Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons, c1919.  
338 pp.

[832]  
*A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES FOR SCHOOLS.*  
New edition.  
New York, Chicago, and Boston: Charles Scribner's Son, c1913.  
484 pp.

[833]  
*A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES FOR SCHOOLS.*  
New edition.  
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1913.  
484 pp.
(Gordy, Wilbur Fisk continued)

[834]
**A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES FOR SCHOOLS.**
New edition.
New York, Chicago, and Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons, c1916.
521 pp.

[835]
**A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES FOR SCHOOLS.**
New edition.
New York, Chicago, and Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons, c1916.
521, 71 pp.

[836]
**STORIES OF EARLY AMERICAN HISTORY.**
New York, Chicago, and Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons, c1913.
206 pp.

[837]
**STORIES OF LATER AMERICAN HISTORY.**
New York, Chicago, and Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons, c1923.
367 pp.

[838]
**Grimshaw, William.**
**HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, FROM THEIR FIRST SETTLEMENT AS COLONIES, TO THE PEACE WITH MEXICO, IN 1848.**
**COMPRISING EVERY IMPORTANT POLITICAL EVENT; WITH A PROGRESSIVE VIEW OF THE ABORIGINES; POPULATION, AGRICULTURE, AND COMMERCE; OF THE ARTS, SCIENCES, AND LITERATURE; AND OCCASIONAL BIOGRAPHIES OF THE MOST REMARKABLE COLONISTS, WRITERS AND PHILOSOPHERS, WARRIORS AND STATESMEN, ACCOMPANIED BY A BOOK OF QUESTIONS AND A KEY.**
371 pp.

[839]
**Guerber, Hélène Adeline.**
**THE STORY OF THE GREEKS.**
288 pp.

[840]
**Guizot, François Pierre Guillaume.**
**GENERAL HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION IN EUROPE.**
Edited, with critical and supplementary notes, by George Wells Knight.
403 pp.

[841]
**Hall, James.**
**NOTES ON THE WESTERN STATES; CONTAINING DESCRIPTIVE SKETCHES OF THEIR SOIL, CLIMATE, RESOURCES AND SCENERY.**
Philadelphia: Harrison Hall, 1838.
304 pp.

[842]
**Halleck, Reuben Post, and Juliette Frantz.**
**FOUNDERS OF OUR NATION.**
320 pp.

[843]
**Harding, Samuel Bannister.**
**NEW MEDIEVAL AND MODERN HISTORY.**
Prepared in consultation with Albert Bushnell Hart.
752, 31 pp.

[844]
**Hawkins, Hubert H., Leo C. Fay, Eth Clifford, Richard E. Kirk, and James N. Rogers.**
**LIVING INDIANA HISTORY[:] HEARTLAND OF AMERICA.**
Illustrated by David Kinney and Creative Designs Studios.
192 pp.
YOUNG FOLKS' HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.  
Boston: Lee & Shepard, 1876.  
370 pp.

[846]  
YOUNG FOLKS' HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.  
369, 33 pp.

[847] Hughes, Ray Osgood.  
THE MAKING OF TODAY'S WORLD.  
789 pp.

[848] James, James Alton, and Albert Hart Sanford.  
AMERICAN HISTORY.  
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1912.  
565 pp.

[849]  
AMERICAN HISTORY.  
New York, Chicago, and Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons, c1913.  
565 pp.

A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES FOR SCHOOLS WITH AN INTRODUCTORY HISTORY OF THE DISCOVERY AND ENGLISH COLONIZATION OF NORTH AMERICA WITH MAPS, PLANS, ILLUSTRATIONS, AND QUESTIONS.  
473 pp.

[851] Kelty, Mary Gertrude.  
OTHER LANDS AND OTHER TIMES[:] THEIR GIFTS TO AMERICAN LIFE.  
Illustrations by Herbert Paus.  
415 pp.

HISTORY FOR GRADED AND DISTRICT SCHOOLS.  
537 pp.

[853]  
HISTORY FOR GRADED AND DISTRICT SCHOOLS.  
537 pp.

[854] Lossing, Benson John.  
A PRIMARY HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES FOR SCHOOLS AND FAMILIES.  
223 pp.

CLASSICAL ANTIQUITIES.  
I. Old Greek Life.  
101 pp.

[856]  
Mahaffy, John Pentland.  
CLASSICAL ANTIQUITIES.  
New York: Ginn & Company, 1897.  
365, 366a-366h pp.
(Montgomery, David Henry continued)

[859]  
THE LEADING FACTS OF AMERICAN HISTORY.  
410 pp.

[860]  
THE LEADING FACTS OF ENGLISH HISTORY.  
2nd edition, revised.  
Boston: Ginn & Company, 1898.  
403 pp.

[861]  
Moore, Clyde B., Helen McCracken Carpenter, Laurence G. Paquin, Fred B. Painter, and Gertrude M. Lewis.  
BUILDING A FREE NATION.  
548 pp.

[862]  
Moore, Nina.  
PILGRIMS AND PURITANS: THE STORY OF THE PLANTING OF PLYMOUTH AND BOSTON.  
193 pp.

[863]  
Moores, Charles Washington.  
THE HISTORY OF INDIANA FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.  
72 pp.

[864]  
Mowry, Arthur May.  
FIRST STEPS IN THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND.  
New York, Boston, and Chicago: Silver, Burdett and Company, c1902.  
324 pp.

[865]  
Muzzey, David Saville.  
AN AMERICAN HISTORY.  
Revised edition.  
537 pp.

[866]  
A HISTORY OF OUR COUNTRY[:] A TEXTBOOK FOR HIGH-SCHOOL STUDENTS.  
912 pp.

[867]  
Myers, Philip Van Ness.  
ANCIENT HISTORY.  
Revised edition.  
639 pp.

[868]  
A GENERAL HISTORY FOR COLLEGES AND HIGH SCHOOLS.  
759 pp.

[869]  
A GENERAL HISTORY FOR COLLEGES AND HIGH SCHOOLS.  
759 pp.

[870]  
A GENERAL HISTORY FOR COLLEGES AND HIGH SCHOOLS.  
759 pp.

[871]  
GENERAL HISTORY FOR COLLEGES AND HIGH SCHOOLS.  
Revised edition.  
779 pp.
(Myers, Philip Van Ness continued)

[872]  
MEDIEVAL AND MODERN HISTORY.  
Revised edition.  
Boston, New York, Chicago, and London:  
Ginn & Company, c1905.  
751 pp.

[873]  
Peek, David T.  
INDIAN AVENTURE.  
Illustrations by Jane Cooper.  Vocabulary  
based on the work of Dale, Chall, and  
Eichholz.  
Indianapolis: Brand Printing & Photo-Litho  
Co., Inc.; The Bookwalter Co., c1962.  
254 pp.

[874]  
Pennell, Robert Franklin.  
ANCIENT GREECE, FROM THE EARLIEST  
tIMES DOWN TO 146 B.C.  
Boston: John Allyn, 1876.  
128 pp.

[875]  
Perry, Arthur Cecil, Jr., and  
Gertrude A. Price.  
AMERICAN HISTORY.  
First Book (1492-1763).  
New York, Cincinnati, and Chicago: American  
Book Company, c1913.  
250 pp.

[876]  
Quackenbos, George Payn.  
ILLUSTRATED SCHOOL HISTORY OF THE  
UNITED STATES AND THE ADJACENT  
PARTS OF AMERICA, FROM THE  
EARLIEST DISCOVERIES TO THE  
PRESENT TIME: EMBRACING A FULL  
ACCOUNT OF THE ABORIGINES;  
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES OF  
DISTINGUISHED MEN; NUMEROUS MAPS,  
PLANS OF BATTLE-FIELDS, AND  
PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS; AND OTHER  
FEATURES CALCULATED TO GIVE OUR  
YOUTH CORRECT IDEAS OF THEIR  
COUNTRY’S PAST AND PRESENT, AND A  
TASTE FOR GENERAL HISTORICAL  
READING.  
514 pp.

[877]  
ILLUSTRATED SCHOOL HISTORY OF THE  
UNITED STATES AND THE ADJACENT  
PARTS OF AMERICA, FROM THE  
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